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目前，我国每年的基本建设投资高达 1.8 万多亿元，其中每年的政府投




























































At present, investment in fixed assets for the whole society each year in our 
country is up to RMB3000 billion among which the amount from government 
investment increases rapidly while its annual investment in engineering occupies 
over 20%—up to RMB700 billion. But corrupt practice of mechanism of merging 
four actions (i.e., investment, construction, management @ application) into a 
single whole is till existing in own current GIMEP, which is low in benefit and 
huge in black hole. Therefore, to reform and innovate in the present managerial 
mechanism of our GIMEP possesses tremendous economic benefit and 
outstanding practical social significance. Taking market as guide and joining up 
the international practice is the fundamental orientation. To use and confine 
advanced experiences of counties and areas developed in market economy in 
their process of GIMEP with the reality of our country and also explore new 
schemes conforming to the basic development situation at the present stage of 
own country is the main goal of reformation and exploration. 
Analyzing the present situation of own GIMEP, summing up and using 
experiences of developed countries in their GIMEP as well as their project 
management law, this article has raised an exploratory scheme for the mode of 
reforming and innovating in our current GIMEP and an exploratory suggestion as 
well. 
This article is divided into 5 chapters  
Chapter 1： Essential features of GIMEP 
This chapter starts with the range of GIMEP, mainly making clean the 
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GIMEP. 
Chapter 2：The present situation and existing problems of GIMEP  
This chapter analyses the main body and mode of own present GIMEP, sums 
up in detail various kind of corrupt practice of GIMEP. 
Chapter 3：The present mode of the GIMEP in developed countries. 
This chapter emphatically investigates the experiences and laws of countries 
and areas like USA, Britain, German, Japan and HONGKONG in their GIMEP 
and also sums up their main common features for own reference in the 
reformation of own country. 
Chapter 4：Several main modes of mechanism reformation of engineer 
project management in our country today. 
This chapter analyses several provinces and cities practical experiences of 
reformation and exploration beforehand in GIMEP in our country during recent 
years and also sums up several main modes of innovation. 
Chapter 5：Mechanism reformation and innovate exploration of GIMEP. 
According to the experiences both at home and abroad, this chapter, first of 
all, raises a new train of thought, goal and tentative idea of scheme for our current 
GIMEP and then, with regard to project management system and its mode, 
implementation means of engineering project management, mating administrative 
supervision system of project management and marketing operation in process 
etc., it also raises concrete innovative measures and exploratory suggestions  
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